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The myFirst Headphones AirWaves is an ideal choice for
parents looking to provide their children with enjoyable
and safe listening experience. Specifically designed for
kids, these headphones offer a maximum volume limit of
85 decibels (dB) and feature an open ear design for
hearing both music and their surroundings
simultaneously. <br><br> Moreover, the headphones are
lightweight and comfortable for easy portability. Providing
up to 18 hours of playback time, parents can rest easy
knowing their children can enjoy music for long periods of
time without risking their hearing.

Completely safe, open-ear experience
myFirst Headphone AirWaves prioritize your child's safety with an open-ear design that keeps them aware of their
surroundings. The ergonomic build ensures comfort, while non-isolating sound technology allows for enjoyable, yet
safe, music and gaming experiences. Ideal for active kids, they offer parents peace of mind during use.

Crystal clear sound quality for seamless listening
AirWaves deliver crystal clear sound quality. The precision tuning creates a seamless listening experience, allowing
kids to immerse themselves in their favorite tunes, audiobooks, or games. Whether they're in a quiet room or a bustling
park, the clarity of sound remains consistently enjoyable. It's an auditory adventure that young ears will love.

Ultra-lightweight for travel
Tipping the scales at just 21.5g, Airwaves are designed for effortless portability. Perfect for everything from the school
bus to family vacations, these ultra-lightweight headphones are easy to pack and comfortable to wear. The sleek
design fits young heads well, ensuring they're a travel-friendly audio companion for kids.

Flexible, durable, comfortable
Constructed with high-quality materials, AirWaves offer both flexibility and durability. They can withstand the rough and
tumble of child's play while maintaining their shape and function. Bend them, twist them, and watch them bounce back,
ready for more musical fun. It's a reliable performance that parents and kids will appreciate. 
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85dB max volume
The myFirst Headphone AirWaves are designed with the safety of young children in mind. With a maximum volume of
85db, these headphones are specifically engineered to ensure that kids won’t be able to turn up the volume to
potentially harmful levels.

Sweatproof & IPX5 water resistant
Considering the most active of kids, AirWaves are both sweatproof and IPX5 water-resistant. Whether it's a workout at
the park, a dance-off, or playtime in the rain, the music doesn't have to stop. Our unique, sweatproof material keeps
the headphones functioning perfectly, even in damp conditions. It's worry-free enjoyment for energetic kids.

Technical specifications

    •  Dimensions:
        •  Ear to Ear: Width 98.5mm
        •  Ear to Neck: Length 130mm

    •  Weight: 21.5g
    •  Water Resistance: IPX5
    •  Sensitivity: 85±3dB
    •  Speaker Diameter: 16.2mm
    •  Battery Capacity: 80 mAh
    •  Play Time: 13 hours
    •  Talk Time: 7 hours
    •  Standby Time: 90 hours
    •  Charging Port: Type-C

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0850031616578

Manufacturer number: FH8506SA-PK01

Product weight: 0.02 kilograms
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